Abstract. Constraint-based pattern discovery is at the core of numerous data mining tasks. Patterns are extracted with respect to a given set of constraints (frequency, closedness, size, etc). In the context of sequential pattern mining, a large number of devoted techniques have been developed for solving particular classes of constraints. The aim of this paper is to investigate the use of Constraint Programming (CP) to model and mine sequential patterns in a sequence database. Our CP approach offers a natural way to simultaneously combine in a same framework a large set of constraints coming from various origins. Experiments show the feasibility and the interest of our approach.
Introduction
Sequential pattern mining is a well-known data mining technique introduced in [1] to find regularities in a database of sequences. This problem is central in many application domains, such as web usage mining [7] , bioinformatics and text mining [3] . For effectiveness and efficiency considerations, many authors [10, 24] have promoted the use of constraint to focus on the most promising knowledge by reducing the number of extracted patterns to those of a potential interest given by the final user. The most popular example is the minimal frequency constraint: it addresses all sequences having a number of occurrences in the database exceeding a given minimal threshold.
There are already in the literature many algorithms to extract sequential patterns (e.g. GSP [19] , SPADE [25] , PrefixSpan [15] ), closed sequential patterns (e.g. CloSpan [23] , BIDE [22] ) or sequential patterns satisfying regular expression (e.g. SPIRIT [11] ). All the above methods, though efficient, suffer from two major problems. First, they tackle particular classes of constraints (i.e. monotonic and anti-monotonic ones) by using devoted techniques. However, several practical constraints required in data mining tasks, such as regular expression, aggregates, do not fit into these classes. Second, they lack of generic methods to push various constraints into the sequential pattern mining process. Indeed, adding and handling simultaneously several types of constraints in a nice and elegant way beyond the few classes of constraints studied is not still trivial. The lack of generic approaches restrains the discovery of useful patterns because the user has to develop a new method each time he wants to extract patterns satisfying a new type of constraints. In this paper, we address this open issue by proposing a generic approach for modelling and mining sequential patterns under various constraints using Constraint Programming (CP).
Our proposition benefits from the recent progress on cross-fertilization between data mining and CP for itemset mining [12, 14, 17] . The common point of all these methods is to model in a declarative way pattern mining as Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP), whose resolution provides the complete set of solutions satisfying all the constraints. The great advantage of this modelling is its flexibility, it enables to define and to push new constraints without having to develop new algorithms from scratch.
The key contribution of this paper is to propose a CP modelling for the problem of mining sequential patterns in a sequence database [1] . Our approach addresses in a unified framework a large set of constraints. This includes constraints such as frequency, closedness and size, and other constraints such as regular expressions, gap and constraints on items. Moreover, our approach enables to combine simultaneously different types of constraints. This leads to the first CP-based model for discovering sequential patterns in a sequence database under various constraints. Experiments on a case study on biomedical literature for discovering gene-RD relations from PubMed articles show the feasibility and the interest of our approach. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the necessary definitions and presents the problem formulation. Section 3 introduces the main principles of constraint programming. Section 4 describes our CP model for mining sequential patterns in a sequence database. We review some related work in Section 5 and Section 6 reports in depth a case study from the biomedical literature domain for discovering gene-RD relations from PubMed articles. Finally, we conclude and draw some perspectives.
Sequential Pattern Mining
In this section, we introduce sequential patterns defined by Agrawal et al. [1] .
Sequential Patterns
Sequential pattern mining [1] is a data mining technique that aims at discovering correlations between events through their order of appearance. Sequential pattern mining is an important field of data mining with broad applications (e.g., biology, marketing, security) and there are many algorithms to extract frequent sequences [19, 25, 23] .
In the context of sequential patterns extraction, a sequence is an ordered list of literals called items. A sequence s is denoted by i 1 , i 2 . . . i n where Table 1 , sup( c a ) = 2. A frequent sequential pattern is a sequence such that its support is greater or equal to a given threshold: minsup. The sequential pattern mining problem is to find the complete set of frequent sequential patterns with respect to a given sequence database SDB and a support threshold minsup.
Sequential Pattern Mining under Constraints
In order to drive the mining process towards the user objectives and to eliminate irrelevant patterns, one can define constraints [10] . The most commonly used constraint is the frequency constraint (that assigns a value to minsup). We review some of the most important constraints for the sequential mining problem [10] .
Closedness Constraint The closed sequential patterns [23] are a condensed representation of the whole set of sequential patterns. This condensed representation eliminates redundancies according to the frequency constraint. A frequent sequential pattern s is closed if there exists no other frequent sequential pattern s ′ such that s s ′ and sup(s) = sup(s ′ ). For instance, with minsup = 2, the sequential pattern b c from Table 1 is not closed whereas the pattern a b c is closed.
Item constraint. An item constraint specifies subset of items that should or should not be present in the sequential patterns. For instance, if we impose the constraint
, three sequential patterns are mined from Table 1 :
Size constraint. The aim of this constraint is to limit the length of the patterns, the length being the number of occurrences of items. The length of a pattern p will be denoted by len(p). For example, if len(p) ≥ 3 ∧ sup(p) ≥ 2, only two sequential patterns are extracted (p 2 and p 3 ).
Gap constraint. Another widespread constraint is the gap constraint. A sequential pattern with a gap constraint C gap ≡ [M, N ], denoted by p [M,N ] , is a pattern such as at least M items and at most N items are allowed between every two neighbor items, in the original sequences. For instance, let p [0,2] = c a and p [1, 2] = c a be two patterns with two different gap constraints and let us consider the sequences of Table 1 . Sequences 1 and 4 support pattern p [0,2] (sequence 1 contains one item between (c) and (a) whereas sequence 4 contains no item between (c) and (a)). But only Sequence 1 supports p [1, 2] (only sequences with one or two items between (c) and (a) support this pattern).
Regular expression constraint. A regular expression constraint C RE is a constraint specified as a regular expression over the set of items. A sequential pattern satisfies C RE if and only if the pattern is accepted by its equivalent deterministic finite automata [11] . For instance, the two sequential patterns a b c and a d c from Table 1 satisfy the regular expression constraint C RE = a * {bb|bc|dc}.
Constraint Programming
In this section, we first introduce basic constraint programming concepts and then present two constraints of interest: Among and Regular.
Preliminaries
Constraint programming (CP) is a generic framework for solving combinatorial problems modelled as Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP). The key power of CP lies in its declarative approach towards problem solving: in CP, the user specifies the set of constraints which has to be satisfied, and the CP solver generates the correct and complete set of solutions. In this way, the specification of the problem is separated from the search strategy.
A Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) consists of a finite set of variables X = {X 1 , . . . , X n } with finite domains D = {D 1 , . . . , D n } such that each D i is the set of values that can be assigned to X i , together with a finite set of constraints C, each on a subset of X . A constraint C ∈ C is a subset of the cartesian product of the domains of the variables that are in C. The goal is to find an assignment (
. . , n, such that all constraints are satisfied. This assignment is called a solution to the CSP. For a given assignment t, t[X i ] denotes the value assigned to X i in t.
In Constraint Programming (see [2] ), the solution process consists of iteratively interleaving search phases and propagation phases. The search phase essentially consists of enumerating all possible variable-value combinations, until we find a solution or prove that none exists. It is generally performed on a tree-like structure. In order to avoid the systematic generation of all the combinations and reduce the search space, the propagation phase shrinks the search space: each constraint propagation algorithm removes values that a priori cannot be part of a solution w.r.t. the partial assignment built so far. The removal of inconsistent domain values is called filtering.
An important modelling technique from CP are the global constraints that provide shorthands to often-used combinatorial substructures. Global constraints embed specialized filtering techniques that exploit the underlying structure of the constraint to establish stronger levels of consistency much more efficiently. Nowadays, global constraints are considered to be one of the most important components of CP solvers in practice.
The Among and Regular Global Constraints
Among Constraint. This constraint restricts the number of occurrences of some given values in a sequence of n variables [5] :
Definition 1 (Among constraint, [5] ). Let X=X 1 ,. . .,X n be a sequence of n variables, S a set of values, D X the cartesian product of the variable domains in X. Let l and u be two integers s.
The Among constraint can be encoded by channelling into 0/1 variables using the sum constraint [6] : ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
Regular Constraint. Given a deterministic finite automaton M describing a regular language, constraint Regular(X, M ) ensures that every sequence of values taken by the variables of X have to be a member of the regular language recognised by M :
In [16] , Regular constraint over a sequence of n variables is modelled by a layered directed graph G = (V, U ), and a solution to Regular(X,M ) corresponds to an s-t path in graph G, where s is the "source" node and t the "sink" node.
Modeling Sequential Patterns using CP
This section presents our CP modelling for the sequential pattern mining problem. Let I = {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i n } be a set of n items, EOS a symbol not belonging to I (EOS / ∈ I) denoting the end of a sequence, SDB a set of m sequences and ℓ the maximal length of the sequence in SDB. 
Modelling an Unknown Sequential Pattern
Let p be the unknown sequential pattern we are looking for. First, ℓ variables {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P ℓ } having D i = I ∪ {EOS} for domain are introduced to represent p. Second, m boolean variables S s (having {0, 1} for domain) are used such that (S s = 1) iff sequence s contains the unknown sequential pattern p:
In equation (1), (S s = 1) if pattern p is a subsequence of s; 0 otherwise. So, sup(p) = Σ s∈SDB S s .
Modelling Sequential Pattern Mining
Let SDB be a sequence database and let a support threshold minsup. To encode that "p s", we first have to generate an automaton A s capturing all subsequences that can be found inside a given sequence s. Then, we have to impose a Regular constraint stating that the unknown pattern p must be recognized by the automaton A s .
To reduce the number of states of the automaton, for each sequence, we consider only its frequent items in the SDB w.r.t. minsup. Indeed, any superpattern of an infrequent item cannot be frequent. Figure 1 shows an example of automaton generated for the third sequence of Table 1 . Algorithm 1 depicts the pseudo-code for generating the automaton A s .
To enumerate the complete set of frequent sequential patterns with respect to a given sequence database SDB and a support threshold minsup, we need to express that the unknown sequential pattern p occurs at least minsup times. This problem is modelled by the following constraints: 
Proof. The reified constraint (2) models the support constraint. By construction, the automaton A s encodes all sequential patterns that are subsequences of the sequence s. If the Regular constraint is satisfied (resp. not satisfied), then S s must be equal to 1 (resp. must be equal to 0). The propagation is also performed, in a same way, from the equality constraint toward the Regular constraint.
The frequency constraint (3) enforces that at least minsup variables from S must take value 1. Together with constraint (2), it enforces that at least minsup sequences must support the sequential pattern described by p.
Modelling other Constraints
This section shows how our CP approach enables us to express in a straightforward way constraints presented in Section 2.2.
Closedness Constraint. By definition a closed sequential pattern is the largest pattern that is contained in all selected sequences. Intuitively, in our encoding this corresponds to the sequential pattern having the less number of variables P i instantiated to EOS. Thus, the satisfaction problem is turned into an optimization one: minimize the numbers of variables P i instantiated to EOS. To express this minimization problem, we first have to add for each variable P i an unary constraint c i stating that if (P i = EOS) we have to pay a cost 1; 0 otherwise.
Then, we have to minimize the cost function c(p) = Pi∈p c i to obtain a closed sequential pattern:
To enumerate the complete set of closed sequential patterns with respect to a given sequence database SDB and a support threshold minsup, we need to avoid future patterns to be equal to the previously found closed patterns. So, each time a frequent sequential pattern p is proven closed, we dynamically add a new constraint to forbid it.
Item Constraint. In order to specify that a subset of items should or should not be present in the sequential patterns, we have to add the following constraint:
where V is a subset of items, l and u are two integers s.t. 0 ≤ l ≤ u ≤ ℓ. The Among constraint enforces that the number of variables of p that take a value from V is at least l and at most u. Since p represents the sequential patterns we are looking for, the previous constraint ensures that items of V should be present at least l times in the mined patterns.
To express the fact that the sequential patterns should not contain any item of V , we just have to set l and u to 0.
Size Constraint. In order to consider the frequent sequential patterns of size k, we just have to add the following constraints:
The previous constraints enforce that the k first variables of p must be different from EOS, while the (ℓ − k) remaining variables of p must be equal to EOS.
The minimum size constraint (i.e. len(p) ≥ k) can be formulated by the following constraint:
For the maximum size constraint (i.e. len(p) ≤ k), this can be modelled as follows: Regular Expression Constraint. Let A re be an automaton encoding a regular expression over the set of items. Then, the regular expression constraint can be formulated as follows:
As presented in [8] , a regular expression can be translated into a deterministic finite automaton. Thus, the Regular constraint over p ensures that every sequence of values taken by the variables of p have to be a member of the regular language recognised by A re , therefore recognized by the regular expression associated to A re .
Related Work
Computing Sequential Patterns. In the context of constraint-based sequential pattern mining, several algorithms have been proposed [19, 25, 15, 23, 22, 11] . All these algorithms exploit properties of the constraints (i.e., monotonicity, antimonotonicity or succinctness) to perform effective pruning. For constraints that do not fit in these categories, they are handled by relaxing them to achieve some nice property (like anti-monotonicity) facilitating the pruning. For instance, Garofalakis et al. [11] proposed regular expressions as constraints and developed a family of SPIRIT algorithms each achieving a different kind of relaxation of the regular expression constraint. Such a method, though interesting, makes tricky the integration of such constraints in a nice and elegant way. So, unlike these algorithms, our approach enables to address in a unified framework a broader set of constraints, and more importantly, to combine them simultaneously.
CP for Pattern Mining. In the context of local patterns, an approach using CP for itemset mining has been proposed in [17] . This approach addresses in a unified framework a large set of local patterns and constraints such as frequency, closedness, maximality, constraints that are monotonic or anti-monotonic. To deal with richer patterns satisfying properties involving several local patterns, different extensions have been proposed, such as pattern sets [13] , n-ary patterns [14] , top-k patterns [20] or skypatterns [21] . Our approach also benefits from the recent progress on cross-fertilization between data mining and CP for itemset mining, but it addresses a different problem with a different modelling.
CP for Sequence Mining. More recently, Coquery et al. [9] have proposed a SAT-Based approach for Discovering frequent, closed and maximal sequential patterns with wildcards in only a single sequence of items. However, unlike [9] , our approach considers a database of sequences of items. Moreover, in [9] , the sequential patterns with non-contiguous items are modelled using empty items as wildcards. But the gap between the items have to be fixed. Then, for instance the two sequential patterns a o b and a o o b are considered different. On the contrary, our modelling enables us to define any (minimal or maximal) value for the gap.
Experimentations
Experiments are conducted on texts from biological and medical texts. The goal is to discover relations between genes and rare diseases. The details of this application is given in [4] . In this section, we focus on the extraction of sequential patterns using our CP approach, and we give quantitative results showing the relevant of the approach.
Case Study
Settings. We created a corpus from the PubMed database using HUGO 2 dictionary and Orphanet dictionary to query the database to get sentences having at least one rare disease and one gene. 17, 527 sentences have been extracted in this way and we labelled the gene and rare disease (RD) names thanks to the two dictionaries. For instance, the sentence "<disease>Muir-Torre syndrome<\disease> is usually inherited in an autosomal dominant fashion and associated with mutations in the mismatch repair genes, predominantly in <gene>MLH1<\gene> and <gene>MSH2<\gene> genes." contains one recognized RD, and two recognized genes. These 17, 527 sentences are the training corpus from which we experiment the sequential pattern extraction.
Sequential Pattern Extraction. Sequences of the SDB are the sentences of the training corpus: an item corresponds to a word of the sentence. We carry out a POS tagging of the sentences thanks to the TreeTagger tool [18] . In the sentences, each word is replaced by its lemma, except for gene names (respectively disease names) which are replaced by the generic item GEN E (respectively DISEASE). Note that unlike machine learning based methods, our approch does not require to annotate the relations: they are discovered.
In order to discover sequential patterns, we use usual constraints such as the minimal frequency and the minimal length constraints and other useful constraints expressing some linguistic knowledge (e.g. membership and association constraints). The goal is to retain sequential patterns which convey linguistic regularities (e.g., gene-rare disease relationships). Our method offers a natural way to simultaneously combine in a same framework these constraints coming from various origins. We briefly sketch these constraints.
• The minimal frequency constraint. Three values of minimal frequency have been experimented: 2%, 5%, and 10%.
• The minimal length constraint. The aim of this constraint is to remove sequential patterns that are too small w.r.t. the number of items (number of words) to be relevant linguistic patterns. We tested this constraint with a value set to 3.
• The membership constraint. This constraint enables to filter out sequential patterns that do not contain some selected items. For example, we express that the extracted patterns must contain at least three items (expressing the linguistic relation): GEN E, DISEASE and noun or verb 3 . We used the item constraint to enforce this constraint.
• The association constraint. This constraint expresses that all sequential patterns that contain the verb item must contain its lemma and its grammatical category. We used the item constraint to enforce this constraint.
• The closedness constraint. In order to exclude redundancy between patterns, we used closed sequential patterns. (129) - (45) - (10) - (1) - (0 Experimental Protocol. We carried out experiments on several subsets of the PubMed dataset with different sizes ranging from 50 to 500 sentences. A timeout of 10 hours has been used. For each subset, we report the number of extracted closed sequential patterns and the CPU-times to extract them (in seconds). When the timeout is reached, the number of extracted patterns (until the timeout) is given in parenthesis.
All experiments were conducted on AMD Opteron 2.1 GHz and a RAM of 256 GB. We implemented our proposal in C++ using the library toulbar2 4 for solving constrained optimization problems modelled as Cost Function Network (CFN). Table 2 reports the results we obtained on different subsets of the PubMed dataset with values of minsup ranging from 2% to 10%. From these results, we can draw the following remarks. i) Soundness and Flexibility. As the resolution performed by the CP solver is sound and complete, our approach is able to mine the correct and complete set of sequential patterns satisfying the different constraints. We compared the sequential patterns extracted by our approach with those found by [4] , and the two approaches return the same set of patterns. Table 2 depicts the number of closed sequential patterns according to minsup. As expected, the lower minsup is, the larger the number of extracted sequential patterns.
Results
ii) Highlighting useful sequential patterns. Our approach allowed to extract several relevant linguistic patterns. Such patterns can be used to explain RD-gene relationships from PubMed articles. For instance, three sequential patterns of great interest were highlighted by the expert:
1. (DISEASE) (be) (cause) (by) (mutation) (in) (the) (GEN E) 2. (GEN E) (occur) (in) (DISEASE)
(DISEASE) (be) (an) (mutation) (in) (GEN E)
From a biomedical point of vue, these sequential patterns are interesting since they convey a notion of causality (i.e. gene cause rare disease).
iii) Computational Efficiency. This experiment quantify runtimes and the scalability of our approach. In practice, runtimes vary according to the size of the datasets. For datasets with size up to 200, the set of all solutions is computed. We observe that runtimes vary from few seconds for high frequency thresholds to about few hours for low frequency thresholds. However, for large size datasets (≥ 200) and low frequency thresholds (i.e. minsup = 2%), the CP approach does not succeed to complete the extraction of all closed sequential patterns within a timeout of 10 hours. Indeed, with the increase of the size of the dataset, the search space and the runtime increase drastically, and the solver spends much more time to find the first solution.
Finally, note that comparing runtimes with those obtained by ad hoc approaches would be rather difficult. In fact, these approaches use devoted techniques and do not offer the same level of genericity and expressivity as in our CP approach. Moreover, they cannot push in depth simultaneously different categories of constraints. Above all, there does not exist any algorithm, neither tool, for extracting sequential patterns under all the contraints proposed in our work.
Conclusion
We have proposed a flexible approach to mine sequential patterns of items in a sequence database. The declarative side of the CP framework easily enables us to address a large set of constraints and leads to a unified framework for extracting sequential patterns under constraints. Finally, the feasibility and the interest of our approach has been highlighted through experiments on a case study in biomedical literature for discovering gene-RD relations from PubMed articles.
We are currently investigating a new direction to enhance the efficiency of our approach: instead of constructing an automaton for every sequence, it would be more efficient to build some variant of a Prefix Tree Automata on the original dataset to avoid some redundancies. Furthermore, we intend to extend our approach to discover sequential patterns of itemsets in a sequence database. Discovering pattern sets is an attractive road to propose actionable patterns and the CP modelling is a proper paradigm to tackle this challenge [13, 14] . Further work is to address this issue.
